2019 BLANC DE BLANCS Inspired by the Goose with the Golden Eggs
FABLE 087: May your heart bubble over with gratitude for this sweet indulgence —
savor every sip as you taste gold upon your tongue. For patience, not greed, will heed
prosperity and joy.
Be greeted by bright acidity with a tinge of green apple and invigorating notes of stone
fruit, peach and apricot, then soothed with creamy raw almond on the finish. Like
warm sunlight shining through the window, one sip will wake you up.

2020 ALBARINO Inspired by the Fox and the Stork
FABLE 426: Resist the Fox’s temptation to think too highly of oneself; instead, graciously put
aside differences and share the bounty of these vines with open arms.
Bright peaches with a lemon-lime twist will invigorate you, as grapefruit encapsulates all
your senses. Honeysuckle adds a round mid palate, while the bright acidity keeps the wine
light and compliments the effervescence, perfect for relaxing as you float
down the lazy river.

2020 PINOT NOIR Inspired by the Silkworm and the Spider
FABLE 774: When time spins swiftly and the temptation to rush arises, heed The Fableist’s
warning: quick and shoddy work begets little praise, while time spent in pursuit of quality
and craftsmanship endures and delights.
Bold, fresh cranberries and raspberries float on your palate, brought back to earth by gentle
nutmeg, clove and just a hint of mushroom. Brings you back to days spent basking in the
Central Coast sunlight.

2020 MALBEC Inspired by the Owl and the Birds
FABLE 437: Heed counsel from those creatures, like the savvy owl, who generously share
their wisdom. But forgive your past follies as you fill your glass — for you’ve chosen the
right bottle.
Rich notes of toasted oak and vanilla kiss your nose as you’re treated to delightful hints of
tart cherries and spiced cola. A luxury best enjoyed in sweet company.

2019 ZINFANDEL Inspired by the Scorpion and the Frog
On the label: Just as the scorpion told the frog it would not sting, we had vowed to avoid
Paso’s precious Zin. In the end, though, The Fableist resides in Paso Robles, and Paso Robles
winemakers craft Zinfandel.
Black cherry and cinnamon on the nose with images of sugar plum fairies dancing through
your head. Hints of black tea and plum skin as you take your first sip, leaving you grateful
for Paso’s precious Zin.

2020 TEMPRANILLO Inspired by the Two Travelers and the Axe
FABLE 067: Many misfortunes may befall those of intrepid spirits, but The Fableist trusts that
those who dare face danger with a friend can share the delicious prize in the end.
Rich Boysenberry and dark fruits with a tobacco and dark chocolate finish. Maple and
caramelized bacon, the perfect smoky wine for a backyard barbecue.

